
Making the most of learning 

outside the classroom KS2



Our mission at Deneholm Primary is to enable all 

children to reach their full potential; to be 

aspirational, respectful and motivated to do well in 

life.

Today I hope to share with you ways in which families 

can support this mission and help their children to 

succeed in a wide range of areas of life.  



Minutes late per day What this adds up to 

over a year

5 minutes 3.5 days

10 minutes 7 days

15 minutes 10.5 days

20 minutes 14 days

30 minutes 21 days

Plus any time off for illness

Welcome
Punctuality Reminder





Making the most of learning outside 

the classroom

 Our world is changing and evolving so fast, that a lot of what we do in school is 
now very different to home. 

 This can make things challenging and make things more difficult to understand the 
value of.

How often at home do we or our children: 

 Write with pen/pencil and paper

 Work out calculations using a written method and not a calculator 

 Read books to get answers to things

 Or even read a paper book

 As our children get older, I think this difference becomes greater for them.



Showing an interest in school and 

school activities

 Might sound simple but this can make a huge 

difference for some pupils. 

 You are the most important people to them!



Reading

 The foundation of all learning at school. Pupils who struggle with 
reading, will find difficulties in all other subjects especially the 
older they get. 

 History – read this information about Henry VIII and then create a 
presentation…. 

 Geography – write a paragraph explaining what a volcano is. 

 Worded questions in maths

 And so much more!



Tips for at home:

 Read for at least 10 minutes every day – some may do this independently as they 

become more confident. 

 Take them to a library/shop to choose their own books

 Let children see you read

 Are magazines, reading articles on websites part of your day? Involve children in the 

age appropriate content. 

Discuss their books with them after. 

 What can they tell you about the book? (summarising)

 Who was their favourite character from the book and why? (using evidence to support 

answers)

 How did the character feel about that event? How do you know? (inference or retrieval)

 What does that word mean in this sentence? What does it make you think/feel? 

(language focus)



Times Tables - Chanting

 Learning times tables by chanting the whole number 

sentence (4 x 3 = 12) is so much more valuable than 

counting up in the times table (3, 6, 9, 12).

 Let me show you why:

4685 ÷ 7 = 




